OVERWATCH WITH PRECISION
AT-6 WOLVERINE

In a world where unpredictability is commonplace and flexibility is critical, Beechcraft delivers robust purpose-built solutions for irregular warfare and counterinsurgency. Enter the Beechcraft® AT-6 Light Attack and Armed Reconnaissance aircraft. The AT-6 outperforms the competition and provides a full suite of synchronized ground-based training capabilities as well as an established global logistics infrastructure. It is purpose-built for light attack, armed reconnaissance and counter-insurgency missions. The AT-6 leverages millions of investment dollars in the U.S. Air Force’s T-6, A-10C and MC-12 platforms. This translates into lower cost and makes the AT-6 available at a fraction of the acquisition, sustainment and training costs of more traditional combat aircraft.

SUPERIOR WEAPONS SYSTEMS
- Extensive variety of weapons, including general-purpose, laser-guided and inertially aided munitions
- Weapons systems integrated using U.S. military standards with Seek Eagle certification
- The first fixed-wing aircraft to fire laser-guided rockets
- Lockheed Martin plug-and-play weapons management system architecture adapted from the A-10C
- NATO interoperability demonstrated at Ample Strike operations in 2015

SUPERIOR AIRCRAFT
- AT-6 is based on the proven successful Beechcraft T-6 series aircraft that won the highly competitive USAF/US Navy JPATS program
- Designed to accommodate 95 percent of the aircrew population; widest range in class
- Land at full takeoff weight

PERFORMANCE
- Max Airspeed: .67 Mach (316 KIAS)
- Max G Loading: 6
- Endurance: 4.5 hrs (internal fuel w/reserves) 7.5 hrs (w/ four external tanks)
- Ferry Range: 1,725 nm (3195 km) (w/ four external tanks)

WEAPONS STORES
- Total Hardpoints: 7
- MIL-STD-1760 Compatible Stations: 4

ENGINE
- Turbo prop

PT6A-68D
- 1,600 shp (1,177 kW)

WEIGHTS
- Basic Weight: 5,890 lb (2,671 kg)
- Max Takeoff Weight: 10,000 lb (4,536 kg)
- Max Landing Weight: 10,000 lb (4,536 kg)
- Max Load: 4,110 lb (1,864 kg)